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Dance has a face. That of André Tanneberger. He's not an art product, but an artist. In fact, an artist who loves his 

work. He has been captivating audiences across the world with — in the true sense of the word — moving melodies 

and pulsating beats under the name ATB for over three years now. His third album, "Dedicated,” is a further highlight 

in his career as a producer, musician and DJ. 

And indeed what a career. As early as his 1999 "Movin' Melodies" album, the man from Bochum impressively showed 

that good dance can also win over fans beyond the dance floor. "Movin' Melodies" featured eleven tracks, all equally 

full of life and with so much soul that the genre needed to be redefined after this album. Not least because André 

openly expressed his desire to experiment. The legendary guitar line on the hit single "9 PM (Till I Come)" has 

become one of the greatest riffs in the history of dance. The song made it to Number One in the UK charts and stayed 

there for many weeks. The single sold over a million copies in the UK alone, turned gold as well as platinum and 

reached top chart positions all over the world. 

That was just the start though. Because: "If anyone tells me, that doesn't sound like you, I always take it as a 

compliment," says Tanneberger underlining his need to constantly develop further and renew. Anyone who loved the 

rumbling trance of "Movin' Melodies" will definitely have not been disappointed with the follow-up album, "Two 

Worlds" (2001). Instead they will have been totally surprised. It contains two CDs, on the one André shows himself in 

his normal energetic manner and on the other he reveals his gentle and quiet side. Harmonious, smooth and 

unbelievably relaxed — that's how beautiful ambient can be. At least when ATB plays it. 

A series of collaborations with notable musicians followed. The list of names is as long as it is varied. It ranges from 

rock siren Heather Nova, through electro god William Orbit and Moby, to pop legend a-ha and André's biggest idol 

Michel Crétu from Enigma. Once again this shows the extent of the ATB musical cosmos. And if that wasn't enough. 

Even the offers to travel the globe as a DJ increased. Unfortunately, André says there are now so many that he 

cannot accept them all. However, in 2001 he did not turn down the chance to tour the USA nor an appearance at the 

Rock In Rio Festival. There he once again made it clear that he does not have any reservations by appearing at the 

same time as Canadian soft rocker Bryan Adams. 

In any case André does not want to be pushed into a mold. No one should be surprised that the previously mentioned 

ATB guitar was not used on "Dedicated". "You develop further, and that's why you sometimes have to do things 

different," says André. And anyhow: "I don't like categorization and keep all crossover possibilities open for myself." 

You will believe him when you hear his top ten hit "Let U Go", which he recorded together with Roberta Carter 

Harrison, singer from the Canadian rock band Wild Strawberries. "Let U Go" and the subsequent hit single "Hold You" 

are included on 



"Dedicated.”Radikal Records, ATB’s US label is releasing "Dedicated" as a  

limited edition with a few additional brand new tracks and previously unreleased remixes by ATB (including a remix of 

"9 P.M. (Till I Come)" by UK act BENT). 

"The melodies are the most important part of good music," says André. "In dance that is no different from any other 

style of music. And I think, I have never attached such great importance to melodies before than on this album. Music 

shouldn't just be rhythm, music should take you to another world." A goal which has definitely been achieved on 

"Dedicated". The album does not only contain good songs, but, seen as a whole, is also a small work of art. "Music is 

a homogenous unit," says André. "When I record an album, the arrangements must be right. My aim is for people to 

listen to the CD from start to finish and not just jump from song to song." Thus ATB skillfully steers between real 

dance floor stompers and beautiful laid-back tracks, in which the listeners can lose themselves. Music to dance to 

AND to dream to. That is ATB. ATB is also: synthetic music combined with real music, in which André plays all 

melodies himself. 

So what's next? André Tanneberger seems to be a long way off fulfilling his crossover ambitions. His next aim is 

therefore to give the combination of synthetic and real music even more depth and even more variety. We can now 

start looking forward to what he's going to come up with next. 

However, until then it's time to go on quite an adventurous musical journey and enjoy ATB's new Radikal album 

"Dedicated" in all its glory. Finally, there's only the question of the title, "Dedicated", which André does not really want 

to explain. He does still manage to drop a hint though: "Contact with my fans was and is very important for me. And no 

matter whether I'm DJing or making music myself — I always play music for the people, for my fans." 
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